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Hello everyone, 

It has been another busy week here in the Centre! Mrs Watson has visited Corstorphine Hill with a 

group of children on a forest walk and Mrs De Vetta has accompanied a group of children on a visit to 

the library. We are very lucky to enjoy so many wonderful free resources around and about in our 

community and it is good for our young learners to explore areas in the locality on such a regular 

basis. We would like to thank all parents and carers who have been able to help us on these very 

valuable trips. If you would like to help, then we would be delighted.  Please speak to a member of 

staff! 

Our Learning in the Foxes and Badgers room 

We are continuing to explore light and dark both in our play and in our real life experiences. We have 

been learning about the festival of light called 'Diwali'. The children are continuing to explore bright 

colours through their mark making and creating Diwali Rangoli patterns using bright colours. At group 

time we have listened to the story of Diwali and the children have enjoyed talking about what gives 

them light and some children shared their thoughts about the subject of light. One said, "Torch" and 

another: "I used a lantern at Halloween." Many children have enjoyed learning that at Diwali, children 

receive sweets and gifts and spend special time with their families. 

 

 

 

            
 

 

                     
 

Following on from many of our children's interests in light and dark, discussions and curiosity about 

space and the sky has been evident. We have been discussing space during our small group times and 

we have made mind maps to represent what we might see in space. As an extension of this interest, 

we have made our own dark space station, which has been a great success! Some children have been 



zooming to the moon using our large rocket and understanding that we can use torches to help us see 

in the dark! We are learning about the planets and discovering that we live on planet earth. We also 

learned that the sun is a star that gives us light and heat. We have seen some fantastic drawings 

representing our learning. Information books are being explored with many children pointing out 

spacecraft and planet earth and this is encouraging learners to ask questions enabling them to 

explore and find out new information. Maybe you could go out together and look at the night sky! Did 

you know that there are star formations that have special names and shapes? Can you tell us what you 

saw and share it on your child’s e-learning journal? We would love to find out more in the nursery so 

please tell us all about what you found ☺  

 

Our Learning in the Squirrels room 

We have been talking about some of the fireworks the children have seen over the past week or so!  

This interest has led on to conversations about light and dark. We have been using the light box, 

arranging coloured shapes into firework patterns, to explore colour and light. Some children made 

beautiful firework pictures using dark coloured paper and chalks. Francesco said, “I didn’t like the big 

bang it made” and Ayla told us, “The fireworks were close to my house!”. 

 

     
 

Some children helped KerryAnn to prepare snack this week. We explored the cooking process of 

pasta, explaining that hot water boils the hard pasta, to make it soft. The children explored peppers 

by helping to cut them up into smaller pieces and tasting the difference between orange and red 

peppers. We looked at the seeds and spoke about where we find them and what we might do with 

them. Maybe you can try chopping some fruits and vegetables at home together, using a blunt 

children’s knife, or small butter knife? Does the fruit or veg have seeds inside? Can we eat the 

seeds? Are the seeds big or small? Please remember to tell us about what you found and share it on 

your child’s e-learning journal or take some photos and email them to us.  We would love to see.  

Thank you ☺  
 

In other news… 

Absences- Please note – all absences must be advised to the office and not to staff in the rooms. 

Thank you. 

Car Park- Please remember that the school car park can not be used for drop off or collection during 

school hours. Emergency access is required at all times. Thank you for your consideration. 

Fox Covert Christmas Party Night- a poster has been displayed in our foyer with further details. 

Fox Covert Parent Council extend their welcome to nursery parents/carers and ask that you consider 

joining in! It may offer an ideal opportunity for parents/carers of children starting Primary 1 in 

August 2019 to meet other parents/carers ahead of this time. If you would like a ticket please 

contact Emma Boyack – 077304 14402. 

 



Explorosaur says – ‘I can manage rIsks’ 

 

Best wishes, 

 

Fox Covert Early Years Team 

  


